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The press was the most obvious media pathway through which images of crime 

and its solution reached a broad audience, so its usefulness as a pedagogical me
dium did not escape law enforcement agencies. In the daily papers of post-war Ber
Hn, crime and deteetion had become a matter for exploration and action in arenas 
far a field from expert circles. Prussian police reacted and contributed to the proli
feration of legal and criminological discourse in the city's public life by offering po
sitive perspectives that might run counter to the harsh voices of critics of their insti
tution such as Egon Erwin Kisch and Joseph Roth. One particularly apt example of 
an organ whose pages presented this proliferation of pro-law enforcement ideas 
and ideologies was the popular Berlin weekly Die Montagspost, a produet of the 
Ullstein publishing house. This weekly paper devoted a regular supplement, ca lied 
Der Kriminalist, to publicizing the work of police technicians and scientists, juxta
posing that work with crime fiction, puzzles, and witty reporting. In addition to 
print media, radio disseminated information on police work. In the spring of 1924, 
a regular series of Monday evening broadcasts was presented in which each week a 
different Berlin criminologist would deliver a talk about crime and crime preven
tion. Finally, the international urban exhibition, a standard cultural and professio
nal event since the mid-nineteenth century, functioned as a third forum for distribu
ting information about police work. Two major police exhibitions received wide 
public attention in the mid-1920s: the German police exhibition in Karlsruhe in 
1925 and the Great International Police Exhibition held at the Kaiserdamm in Ber
!in in October and November 1926. 

The distribution of criminological knowledge through the press, radio, and ur
ban exhibition provided the grounds for the police to mobilize similar media and 
cultural institutions to encourage public cooperation in the hunt for specific crimi
nals. Movies became the site of public detection work after April 1923, when a 
professional organization of cinema-owners declared their willingness to show slide 
photographs of wanted fugitives during intermissions. The radio airwaves began to 
contribute to pressing police pursuits in August 1924, when the Berlin criminal in
vestigation bureau came to an agreement with the Berliner Funkstunde, according 
to which updates regarding the most pressing criminal cases would be broadcast on 
a daily basis. These radio »wanted posters« (Radiosteckbriefe) offered visual de
scriptions of culprits, crime scenes, and witness accounts, promising rewards for in
formation leading to the capture of a wanted criminal. These all-points-bulletins 
were broadcast after the news report: once in the morning at ten, in the afternoons 
at one, and finally at eleven at night. The criminal police initiated a strictly com
mercial setting as another venue for informing and involving the urban public in 
1925, when the company Deutsche Wanderschrift G.m.b.H. signed a contraet to 
display projected moving script (usually used for advertisements) relaying similarly 
important messages from the criminal police on the sides of buildings at five main 
traffic intersections every evening after dark. 

In the tougher cases, the police even displayed crime scene evidence in Berlin 
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